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The Integris® C Series Headwall Systems are patient care

in action. These highly functional headwall systems adapt
to various patient environments. With appealing lines, the
attractive headwall systems help create a pleasant atmosphere
in patient rooms and, as the acuity level of patients under care
changes, the characteristics of the Integris® C Series Headwall
Systems respond.

The streamlined Integris® C Series Headwall Systems are designed

to integrate with beds, stretchers, communication systems and
other WittRock® equipment. Available in a wide array of High
Pressure Laminate (HPL) surfaces to complement room design

and color scheme; its sculpted appearance not only softens the
room, but minimizes dust collection and facilitates cleaning.
As with all patient-care environment products at WittRock,
our specialists are there to carefully analyze the clinical needs
and the unique culture of your unit. Let our team of skilled
professionals in architecture, patient beds and surfaces,
maternal-infant care, communications, health care furnishings,
medical gases and finance help unfold the possibilities. The
result … facilities and equipment that blend leading-edge
technology within an environment of care.

The Ultimate Headwall System for High Acuity Areas.
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The Integris® 2002C
Headwall System
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1 Moveable Gas
Outlets allow optimal
positioning and
serviceability
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2 Standard 14-Port
Manifold located behind
gas panel (maximum
of 4-Oxygen Outlets,
4-Medical Air Outlets
and 6-Vacuum Outlets)
3 Optional integrated Bed
Locator protects walls
and equipment
4 Seamless horizontal
equipment rail
5 Nurse Call and other low
voltage previsions
6 Standard accessory bar
provides second level of
equipment management
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The Integris® 2002C Headwall System
organizes medical services conveniently
within reach of caregivers. Its exclusive
moveable gas outlets allow caregivers
to quickly configure the headwall system
to address patient needs and staff
preference. And, the availability of multiple
rails allows for versatile positioning of
electrical receptacles, low voltage devices
and accessories.

The Integris® C Series Headwall Systems
are simpler to install than in-wall services,
and the chased units can be mounted on
existing walls in any care area to minimize
renovation time and construction costs.
Additional gas outlets may also be installed
on the Integris® 2002C Headwall System
after initial installation.

Economy, Flexibility, Dependability and Productivity.
The Integris® 2001C
Headwall System
1 Fixed Gas Outlets can
be located along the rail
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2 Seamless horizontal
equipment rail
3 Optional Accessory Bar
provides second level of
equipment management
4 Shown as a private
unit. Also available
with or without a chase
and in semi-private
configurations
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A more affordable solution that still offers
many of the features of the Integris® 2002C
is the Integris® 2001C Headwall System.
For acuity areas that require centralization

and organization of services, this system
can still be customized to meet immediate
and future care needs.

Technical Specifications
Integris® 2001C
Overall
Feature

Integris® 2002C
Dimension

Overall
Feature

Integris® 2003B
Dimension

Overall
Feature

Dimension

Length (1 rail)................................... 6' 6" - 9' 6"
(78 - 289.6 cm)

Length (1 rail)................................... 6' 6" - 9' 6"
(78 - 289.6 cm)

Length (1 rail)................................... 6' 6" - 9' 6"
(78 - 289.6 cm)

Rail Height........................................ 14.767" (37.5 cm)

Rail Height........................................ 24.688" (62.7 cm)

Rail Height........................................ 9.451" (24 cm)

Rail Depth......................................... 4.4" (11.2 cm)

Rail Depth......................................... 4.4" (11.2 cm)

Rail Depth......................................... 10.75" (27.3 cm)

Device Centerline
from Floor.......................................... 44.75" (108.6 cm)

Device Centerline
from Floor.......................................... 44.75" (108.6 cm)

Device Centerline
from Floor.......................................... 69.5" (176.5 cm)

Vertical Chase
Feature

Vertical Chase
Feature

Vertical Chase
Feature

Dimension

Dimension

Dimension

Width................................................ 13.25" (33.7 cm)

Width................................................ 13.25" (33.7 cm)

Width................................................ 13.25" (33.7 cm)

Depth................................................ 5.5" (14 cm)

Depth................................................ 5.5" (14 cm)

Depth................................................ 5.5" (14 cm)

Height .............................................. varies with
ceiling height

Height .............................................. varies with
ceiling height

Height .............................................. varies with
ceiling height

If requesting an Integrated Bed locator with isolated power, the “C” version is not available. It will be a “B” version.
The Device Centerline from Floor for the “B” version is 42.75".

WittRock reserves the right to make changes without
notice in design, specifications and models. The only
warranty WittRock makes is the express written
warranty extended on the sale or rental of its products.
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